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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION RESEARCH 

In the fairy tale of Si Kancil Yang Cerdas by EndyasWiguna of Imam al-

Ghazali The researcher presented the result and discussion of the study in the result, 

the researcher only mentioned the data which is found in the fairy tale of Si Kancil 

Yang Cerdas by EndyasWiguna based on Moral Education of Imam al-Ghazali 

perspective.  

In discussion, the researcher analyzes the data based on the in chapter II. The 

moral education Perspective. 

 

A. The Moral Education In The Fairy Tale of Si Kancil Yang Cerdas by 

Endyas Wiguna 

There are three moral education of Imam al-Ghazali Perspective, they are: 

doing commendable behavior. such as being humble, helpful, keeping promise, 
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being patient, forgiving, not insulting others and other commendable behavior, 

friendly well with each other and the last is be soft when do anything.  
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B. The result 

The researcher found 11 data on this research. In commendable behaviour the 

researcher found 3 data in Si Kancil Yang Cerdas by Endyas Wiguna of Imam 

Al-Ghazali. In friendly well each other, the researcher found 3 data on Si 

Kancil Yang Cerdas fairy tale by endyas Wiguna on Imam Al-Ghazali 

perspective. And than, in be soft when do anything the researcher found 5 data 

on Si kancil Yang Cerdas fairy tale by Endyas Wiguna of Imam Al-Ghazali 

perspective. 

1. doing commendable behavior. such as being humble, helpful, keeping 

promise, being patient, forgiving, not insulting others and the others 

commendable behavior. 

 

Number Doing commendable behavior Page 

1 Mouse deer being chased by dogs, this smart  

animal quickly hid behind a bush, while the dogs 

did not see it and keep looking, “what  a stupid 

dog..!” Mouse Deer said, smiling. Carefully, He 

closed the footprints with the dust so that the 

dog did not know its existence. 

3 

2 “fine, I will take you on the other side of the 

river now, there are many fruits” said Mr. 

15 
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Crocodile. Mouse deer directly up the back of a 

crocodile.”Enjoy your happy, because soon I 

will eat you.” thought Mr. Crocodile. 

 

3 once across the river, Mouse deer waving his 

hand. “Thank you and goodbye Mr. Crocodile!” 

Mouse deer said as he ran. “Why? Mouse deer, 

do not walk away, I have not eaten you!” Mr. 

Crocodile screamed and realized that the had 

been cheated by the Mouse deer. 
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Mouse deer being chased by dogs, this smart  animal quickly hid behind a 

bush, while the dogs did not see it and keep looking, “what  a stupid 

dog..!” Mouse Deer said, smiling. Carefully, He closed the footprints with 

the dust so that the dog did not know its existence. 

“.........What a stupid dog” 

this sentence show one of moral education that include in the fairy tale of Si 

Kancil Yang Cerdas by Endyas Wiguna. This sentence say that the Dog is 

stupid. Meanwhile according to Imam Al-Ghazali moral education is an effort 

to shape humans who have good and holy behaviour through self-adjustment 

effort through the emptying of despicable traits and instilling oneself with 

moral and praise worthy traits. So, this is show the bad moral of the Mouse 

deer (Si Kancil) because thee Mouse deer is so arrogant. it is not include 

commendable behaviour .  



 

 

 

 

“fine, I will take you on the other side of the river now, there are many 

fruits” said Mr. Crocodile. Mouse deer directly up the back of a 

crocodile.”Enjoy your happy, because soon I will eat you.” thought Mr. 

Crocodile. 

“fine, I will take you on the other side of the river now, there are many 

fruits” 

this sentence is include commendable behaviour because the Crocodile help 

the Mouse deer (Si Kancil) to cross the river. in life, we should help each 

other if the people need to help like in this story of the Mouse deer and the 

Crocodile. 



 

 

 

 

once across the river, Mouse deer waving his hand. “Thank you and 

goodbye Mr. Crocodile!” Mouse deer said as he ran. “Why? Mouse deer, 

do not walk away, I have not eaten you!” Mr. Crocodile screamed and 

realized that the had been cheated by the Mouse deer. 

....“Thank you and goodbye Mr. Crocodile!” 

In this sentence show that the Mouse deer say thank you to the Crocodil. it is 

include the commendable behaviour. do not forget when a people help us we 

should say thank you. it is include a good moral and we should aplicate it in 

life. 

 



 

 

2. friendly well with each other 

Number Friendly well with each other Page 

1 Mouse deer being chased by dogs, this smart  

animal quickly hid behind a bush, while the dogs 

did not see it and keep looking, “what  a stupid 

dog..!” Mouse Deer said, smiling. Carefully, He 

closed the footprints with the dust so that the dog 

did not know its existence. 

 

3 

2 wow…it turned out that the Mouse deer making 

rafts to cross the river, he so smart. a few 

moments later, the raft is ready to use. when the 

Mouse deer are trying to attract raft, without 

realizing a large Crocodile stalking behind and 

hap! the Mouse deer legs attacked by the 

Crocodile. “Oh, wait a minute Mr. Crocodile…!” 

said the Mouse deer while in pain. “what are you 

waiting come on, my stomach is hungry now? 

replied the Crocodile. 
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3 “fine, I will take you on the other side of the 

river now, there are many fruits” said Mr. 

15 



 

 

Crocodile. Mouse deer directly up the back of a 

crocodile.”Enjoy your happy, because soon I 

will eat you.” thought Mr. Crocodile. 

 

 

 

 

Mouse deer being chased by dogs, this smart  animal quickly hid behind a 

bush, while the dogs did not see it and keep looking, “what  a stupid 

dog..!” Mouse Deer said, smiling. Carefully, He closed the footprints 

with the dust so that the dog did not know its existence. 

Mouse deer being chased by dogs 

the quote include not friendly well with each other because the dog beig 

chased the Mouse deer and will eat the Mouse deer. In life we should friendly 



 

 

well with other because we need each other. so we should keep our 

relationship with each other. we not doing like the Dog to the Mouse deer. 

 

wow…it turned out that the Mouse deer making rafts to cross the river, he 

so smart. a few moments later, the raft is ready to use. when the Mouse 

deer are trying to attract raft, without realizing a large Crocodile stalking 

behind and hap! the Mouse deer legs attacked by the Crocodile. “Oh, wait 

a minute Mr. Crocodile…!” said the Mouse deer while in pain. “what are 

you waiting come on, my stomach is hungry now? replied the Crocodile. 

“Oh, wait a minute Mr. Crocodile…!” said the Mouse deer while in pain. 

“what are you waiting come on, my stomach is hungry now? replied the 

Crocodile. 



 

 

the quote include not friendly well with each other because the Crocodile 

attacked the Mouse deer. meanwhile the Mouse deer is not do anything to the 

Crocodile. and the Crocodile hurt the Mouse deer. 

 

 

“fine, I will take you on the other side of the river now, there are many 

fruits” said Mr. Crocodile. Mouse deer directly up the back of a 

crocodile.”Enjoy your happy, because soon I will eat you.” thought Mr. 

Crocodile. 

the quoted include not friendly well because the Crocodile nice to the Mouse 

deer because the crocodile have bad plan to the Mouse deer. The Crocodile 



 

 

want to bring the Mouse deer to cross the river because the Crocodile will eat 

the Mouse deer after the Mouse deer finished to eat. do not imitate this 

because we should nice to others. 

3. be soft when do anything 

Number Be soft when do anything Page 

1 “Do not worry Mr. Crocodile, I could not run 

away from you, but I’m hungry too, let me eat 

first!” mouse Deer Persuaded to release its bite. 

Crocodile obedient to the word of Mouse Deer, 

he bites off. “So what do you want Cil?” asked 

Mr. Crocodile. “your friend is a lot right?” 

Mouse Deer asked. “Yes, you’re right Cil...” 

replied the crocodile. Then Mr. Crocodile. Then 

Mr. Crocodile call his friends, and within a short 

time thay had gathered. 
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2 

“One of you should take me on the other side to 

find food and let my body  fat enough for you to 

eat together!” said the Mouse deer (Si Kancil) to 

the Crocodile. “Mouse deer (Si Kancil)..! Do not 

13 

 

 



 

 

try to fool me?” Mr. Crocodile threatened.” How 

do I care to cheat you Mr. Crocodile?” replied 

the Mouse deer (Si Kancil) to assured Mr. 

Crocodile. 

 

3 “Mr. Crocodile how many your friends?” asked 

Mouse deer at Mr.Crocodile. “well, a lot of 

Mouse deer…!” answered Mr. Crocodile.” How 

many? calculated please! “Mouse deer asked 

again.” I’ve never calculate…Mouse deer!”. Mr. 

Crocodile looks confused. 

19 

4 “wow, how do I divide my flesh later? All right, 

let me count the number of you, marched with a 

neat forming  bridge until it other side!” Mouse 

deer (Si Kancil) gave advice. “Mouse deer (Si 

Kancil) okay..” Mr. Crocodile followed a Mouse 

deer (Si Kancil) request. Soon the Crocodile 

lined up neatly, Mouse deer (Si Kancil) jumped 

from the back of another Crocodile’s back while 

calculates. 

 

21 

5 once across the river, Mouse deer waving his 23 



 

 

Source: fairy tale of Si Kancil Yang Cerdas 
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“Do not worry Mr. Crocodile, I could not run away from you, but I’m 

hungry too, let me eat first!” mouse Deer Persuaded to release its bite. 

Crocodile obedient to the word of Mouse Deer, he bites off. “So what do 

you want Cil?” asked Mr. Crocodile. “your friend is a lot right?” Mouse 

Deer asked. “Yes, you’re right Cil...” replied the crocodile. Then Mr. 

hand. “Thank you and goodbye Mr. Crocodile!” 

Mouse deer said as he ran. “Why? Mouse deer, 

do not walk away, I have not eaten you!” Mr. 

Crocodile screamed and realized that the had 

been cheated by the Mouse deer. 

 



 

 

Crocodile. Then Mr. Crocodile call his friends, and within a short time 

thay had gathered. 

Do not worry Mr. Crocodile, I could not run away from you, but I’m hungry 

too, let me eat first!” 

when the Mouse deer get a problem the Mouse deer use the smart thinking to 

solve the problem without fight with the Crocodile. so, we should like the 

Mouse deer to thinking when get a problem in life. Because everything will be 

finish when we thinking hard without fight. 

 

 



 

 

“One of you should take me on the other side to find food and let my 

body  fat enough for you to eat together!” said the Mouse deer (Si 

Kancil) to the Crocodile. “Mouse deer (Si Kancil)..! Do not try to fool 

me?” Mr. Crocodile threatened.” How do I care to cheat you Mr. 

Crocodile?” replied the Mouse deer (Si Kancil) to assured Mr. Crocodile. 

“One of you should take me on the other side to find food and let my body fat 

enough for you to eat together!” 

when the Mouse deer solve the problem the Mouse deer always use the smart 

thinking to free from the Crocodile.  

 

 

 

“Mr. Crocodile how many your friends?” asked Mouse deer at 

Mr.Crocodile. “well, a lot of Mouse deer…!” answered Mr. Crocodile.” 



 

 

How many? calculated please! “Mouse deer asked again.” I’ve never 

calculate…Mouse deer!”. Mr. Crocodile looks confused.  

“Mr. Crocodile how many your friends?” 

as quoted the Mouse deer use the smart thinking again to trick the crocodile. 

 

 

 

“wow, how do I divide my flesh later? All right, let me count the number 

of you, marched with a neat forming  bridge until it other side!” Mouse 

deer (Si Kancil) gave advice. “Mouse deer (Si Kancil) okay..” Mr. 

Crocodile followed a Mouse deer (Si Kancil) request. Soon the Crocodile 



 

 

lined up neatly, Mouse deer (Si Kancil) jumped from the back of another 

Crocodile’s back while calculates. 

“All right, let me count the number of you, marched with a neat forming a 

bridge until it other side!” 

with the smart thinking of the Mouse deer, the Mouse deer try to trick the 

Crocodile. The Crocodile believe what the Mouse deer say. without the 

Mouse deer fight with the Crocodile, the Mouse deer can make the Crocodile 

believe. 

 

 

once across the river, Mouse deer waving his hand. “Thank you and 

goodbye Mr. Crocodile!” Mouse deer said as he ran. “Why? Mouse deer, 

do not walk away, I have not eaten you!” Mr. Crocodile screamed and 

realized that the had been cheated by the Mouse deer. 



 

 

“Why? Mouse deer, do not walk away, I have not eaten you!” 

 because the Crocodile easy to believe to the Mouse deer and because the 

Crocodile is greedy and just thinking about food especially toeat the Mouse 

deer so the Mouse deer easy to trick the Crocodile. The Crocodile not realize 

that the Mouse deer is smart animal so that the Crocodile cheated by the 

Mouse deer. 

 


